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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study representations of Lie groups in Banach spaces, particularly 
distribution representations (or smeared representations) and differentiable 
representations. These objects, which we define, are shown to be natural and 
useful generalizations of the classical unitary representations and the point 
strong operator continuous representations. 
A distribution (smeared) representation is a homomorphism of the convolution 
algebra of compactly supported P-functions on a Lie group, G say, into the 
algebra of bounded operators on a Banach space, satisfying certain natural 
additional conditions. 
It is shown that if I’ is a differentiable representation and d is the Laplace 
operator on G, then V can be integrated to a smeared representation of G under 
certain conditions on the resolvent set of the unbounded operator U(d). A 
partial converse is also shown. 
Finally we give conditions under which the operators V(y) are of trace class 
where V is a smeared representation and q~ is a compactly supported Cm-function 
on G. 
2. NOTATION, BACKGROUND, AND DEFINITIONS 
Let E be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, and let A be a partially 
defined (unbounded) linear operator in E. We denote the domain of A by 
D(A) and the space of Cm-vectors fly D(A”) by D,(A). The infinitesimal opera- 
tors under consideration in this paper will always be densely defined, i.e., D(A) 
dense in E. In fact D,(A) will be dense as well. 
If operators A and B are both defined on a dense linear subspace D of E and if 
D is invariant under both operators, then the commutator [A, B] = AB - BA 
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is also defined on D. By a Lie algebra of unbounded operators 9 we shall mean a 
finite-dimensional Lie algebra of operators, defined on a dense linear subspace 
D of a Banach space E, such that A(D) CD for all A E 9. It will be understood 
that the Lie bracket of 2’ is by definition the commutator Lie bracket [., .] 
described above. 
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g and universal enveloping algebra&. 
Elements in & will be identified with right-invariant differential operators on G. 
The identification is determined by 
GV> (4 = $f(exp(--tX) .x1 lizo . 
where X is a Lie algebra element, f is a function on G such that the derivative 
exists, x is a point in G, and exp is the exponential map of the Lie algebra into G. 
Each element P in d corresponds in an analogous way to a left-invariant dif- 
ferential operator on G. It is denoted by P”. 
dx is going to be a fixed left-invariant Haar-measure on G, and L*(G) denotes 
the associated Hilbert-space of square-integrable functions with respect to dx. 
For every X E g, the corresponding right-invariant differential operator, 
which is also denoted by X, is skew-symmetric in L*(G). The formal adjoint of 
8 differs from -8 by a constant (which is the derivative of the modular function 
8, associated with G and dx, evaluated at the identity e of G) [4]. 
9(G) will denote the space of compactly supported P-functions on G, 
equipped with the usual left convolution 
(v *+I (4 = s, V(Y) #(y-l *xl dr- 
It is well known that 9(G) is a topological algebra when the product is defined 
by convolution, and the topology is the natura LF-locally convex topology [q. 
Finally, we shall need the left (and right-) regular representations L (resp. R) 
given by (L(x) d (Y) = P(X+ . Y) and (W) d (Y) = V(Y * 4. 
DEFINITION 1. A smeared representatim V of a Lie group G on a Banach 
space ‘E is a continuous homomorphism of the convolution algebra 9(G) into 
B(E), the algebra of bounded operators on E. (The algebra 9(G) is equipped 
with the natural inductive (LF)-topology [6], and B(E) is equipped with the 
familiar strong operator-topology.) Furthermore, V satisfies the defining 
properties: 
(i) DG = span[V@(G)) E] is dense in E, and 
(ii) n [kernel V(v); q E 9(G)] = (0). 
Those last two conditions are imposed in order to enable us to extend V to an 
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unbounded representation of the compactly supported distribution J?‘(G). We 
proceed to describe this extension procedure. 
Let (f, IJJ) + f * p be the convolution mapping of b’(G) x 9(G) into 9(G) 
given by 
(f * v) (4 = <J, w ?J>> 
where jl is the distribution whose value on a test function # is equal to the value 
off on y --f #(y-l), and R(x) is th e right-regular representation. Suppose V is a 
smeared representation, and f E b’(G). Then the operator V,,(f) with domain 
D, is defined by 
for p E 9(G) and u E E. Let (plk} C 9(G) be a fixed approximate identity (vk > 0, 
j P)~(x) dx = 1, supp P)~J {e}). We define an operator V,(f) as follows. A vector 
u in E is in the domain of V,(f) iff there is a w E E such that lim, V(vk) u = u 
and lim, V(f * p,3 zl = w. In order to see that 
(1) Vr( f) u = w does not depend on the approximate identity chosen 
above, and 
(2) D, is contained in the domain of V,( f ), and 
(3) Vr( f) is a preclosed operator in E, 
we introduce the other convolution # *f for # E.~(G) by (4 *f) (x) = (635(x) 
#, j). It is then easy to verify the identity (I/ *f) * p = Z/ * (f * p) for all 
4, 9 E 9(G). This, together with the axiom (ii), are the ingredients of the proofs 
of properties (1) through (3) b a ove. The closure of V,(f) is finally denoted by 
V(f). Note that V(f) may be unbounded. 
A continuous representation rr of a Lie group G is a point strong operator 
continuous homomorphism r of G into the algebra B(E) of bounded operators on 
a Banach space E. It is well known that there is a smeared representation asso- 
ciated to every continuous representation. For v E 9(G) we put V(v) = 
Jo p)(x) r(x) dx and observe that v + V(v) is then a smeared representation. 
Similarly, we also know that there is a Cm-representation naturally associated 
with a continuous representation n: G ---f B(E). If E, denotes the space of Cm- 
vectors for m, E, = {u E E: (x + r(x) u) E P(G, E)}, then the associated 
P-representation V, is merely the restriction of v to E, , i.e. VJX) = r(x)IE, . 
It is known that V, is differentiable with respect to the natural FrCchet space 
topology on E, [I 81. 
Given a Lie algebra of operators with a common invariant dense domain D 
in a Banach space E, or equivalently a homomorphism p of an abstract finite- 
dimensional real Lie algebra g into al(D) (the algebra of linear endomorphisms 
of D); then there are simple criteria for exponentiation to a P-representation 
of the corresponding connected simply connected Lie group G, [8, 9, 141. 
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The linear space D is equipped with the natural projective [9] topology with 
respect to all the operators p(6) where 6 is the universal enveloping algebra of g, 
A Cm-representation of G with infinitesimal representation p is a point strong 
operator differentiable homomorphism V of G into Aut(D) whose differential 
at the identity is equal to p. 
In this article, many concepts from the classical bounded point representations 
will be carried over to the smeared representations. But the following example 
shows that not every P-representation can be integrated to a smeared repre- 
sentation. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E be the Hilbert space Z*(Z) of square summable sequences, 
and D the space of finite linear combinations of the canonical basis vectors e, 
with n E B, e,(m) = a,,, . The single nilpotent operator A defined by 
Ae2, = 0, and Aeln+l = ne,, 
exponentiates to a P-representation of R given by etA = I + tA with t E R. 
But the smeared operator 
V(v) = I p)(t) etA dt with 9 E g(R) 
cannot be extended to a bounded operator on E. 
Proofs. Since, 
II@ - 4 e2n+l II2 = I X I2 + n2, and II eznfl II = 1 
for all h E C and n E Z, the operator A has empty resolvent. 
But the generators of one-parameter distribution representations (or smeared 
representations of the additive group of the real line) are known to have “large” 
resolvent sets [ 121. 
It can also be seen directly that the operator V(v) = Jp)(t) etA dt generally 
does not extend to a bounded operator on E = P(Z). (If p is a positive function 
in 5@(R) such that s y(t) t dt # 0, then V(v) = Jp)(t) (I + tA) dt = (ST) I + 
(1 p)(t) t dt) A is unbounded, since A clearly is unbounded.) 
It is well known [3, 131 that important Lie algebras of operators are integrable 
to genuine P-representations, such that the operators V(x) with x E G are 
unbounded for x # e. The present paper suggests a method of obtaining 
bounded operators by integrating the V(X) s against test-functions. It will be 
shown that under mild spectral conditions on dV(b) the unbounded operators 
V(X) can be smeared to bounded operators 
v(v) = j- ~(4 W9 dx for q E g(G) 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF SMEARED REPRESENTATIONS FROM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a Cm-representation. Suppose that the operator dV(A) 
has non-empty resolvent, and further that the natural projective Cm-topology on D 
coming from dV(&‘) is given by the norms 
u + II@ - dWW u II with n 30, 
where X is a point in the resolvent of dV(A). 
Then V integrates to a smeared representation. 
Proof. Recall that A denotes the infinitesimal Laplace operator associated 
with G. Let h E @ be a point in the resolvent of dV(A), and denote by A the 
closure of h - dV(A). Then D,(A), with the (semi)-norms u -+ 11 A% Ij for 
n > 0, is a FrCchet-space, and V may be viewed as a strongly continuous 
representation of G in D,(A). Using an approximate identity, one can prove 
that the Girding vectors 
V(v) u = j dx> V(x) u dx 
(with v ES@(G), and u E D,(A)) p s an a dense linear subspace of D,(A), and 
that the integral 
s P)(X) V(x) dx 
defines a continuous linear operator in D,(A) [9, 181. Given a compact subset K 
of G, it follows from the local equicontinuity of V in D,(A) that there is a 
constant C < co and an integer n such that 
II V(x) u II < C II Anu II (2) 
for all x E K, and all u E D,(A). 
From this follows (by a 2+argument) that V(x) A-” extends to a bounded 
operator on E for each x E K, and that the mapping x + V(x) A+ of K into 
B(E) is strongly continuous. 
Consider the operator valued distribution 
(A - + V(.) A-” 
in k (the interior of K). K wi 11 remain fixed in the argument, (a normal neigh- 
borhood of the identity in G, say [5]). This distribution is given by 
s 
(A - P)” v(x) V(x) A-” dx = (a, (X - d”)m V(e) A-“) 
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where 0” denotes the left-invariant Laplace operator associated to d, and P is 
the L2(G)-adjoint of A. Finally 9) E Corn(K). For given v, the left hand side is a 
bounded operator in E with norm at most 
C j- I@ - W dx)l dx. (3) 
By the definition of A, it follows that the operator given by (1) extends to a 
bounded operator V(v) in E with operator-norm less than or equal to the 
quantity in (3). 
Since K was arbitrary in the argument, the extension can be made for all 
v E 9(G). By restricting the V(p)) s to D,(A), one sees that the mapping v 4 V(T) 
of 9(G) into B(E) is a homomorphism with respect to convolution in Q(G). 
Condition (i) for a smeared representation is easy to check. Indeed, the 
D,(A)-topology is stronger than the topology induced from E. So, given u E E 
and E > 0, there is a vector ui E D,(A) with (1 u - ui 11 < E/Z. If v Ed is 
“close to the Dirac-measure S,” then 11 ui - V(p) ui /j < c/2, and it follows that 
D, (as defined in (i)) is dense in E. 
The operator A with domain D, given by 
km(p) u = I/‘(@ - P) cp) u 
for y E 9(G), and u E E, has D, as a dense invariant domain, and 
for all v Ed. 
Suppose u E E is in the kernel of all the operators V(p)). Then fix K, and choose 
C and n according to (2), such that the mapping x --f V(X) A-” of K into B(E) 
is strongly continuous. 
Using a 3.+argument, one can show that 
g+plm V(P)~) A-% = V(e) A-% = A-% (5) 
if {vk} is an approximate identity contained in C,m(&. An application of (4) 
gives 
(& Q,,) A-% = V(& u = 0 (6) 
for all K. So, if B denotes the closure of (@, one concludes from (5) and (6) that 
A-% E D(B), and BA-“u = 0. 
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The restriction of BA-” to D,(A) is equal to the identity, and it follows that 
u = 0. Hence, the condition (ii) is satisfied. Indeed, let z E D,(A). Then 
l$n V(vk) z = z, 
so 
BA-*z = lip BV(v,) A-% 
= lip V((X - P)” FJ A-% 
= l$n V(& z 
where we have used the distribution (X - 2)” V(,) A-” defined earlier. If we 
now approximate u with a sequence of elements {zk} in D,(A) and use the above 
argument on each of the approximating vectors zlc, the result follows. That is, 
u =o. 
Remark 1. Note that in the proof, we have not used any special properties 
of the Laplace operator d. In fact, d may be replaced by any element n of d 
with the property that U(n) h as nonempty resolvent, and that the dV(b)- 
projective topology on D is given by the seminorms 
u - II WW” u II with n 3 0. 
(When V is a strongly continuous representation, this condition is known to be 
satisfied for Ii’ positive and elliptic. We refer the reader to Theorem 1.2 of [18], 
Theorem 2.1 of [IO], and to [7, 111.) 
Remark 2. An important (but not surprising) difference between strongly 
continuous representations and smeared representations is that the latter do 
not in general admit restrictions. Let V be a smeared representation of G in a 
Banach space E. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let dh be a left-invariant Haar 
measure on H. We have shown that the representation V of 53(G) can be extended 
to a homomorphism of the compactly supported distribution algebra b’(G) 
into &(DG). 
Let 6, be the point-mass at a point h in H, and let V(S,) be denoted by V(‘(h). 
For 9) E g(H) and I/ Ed we define the restricted convolution 
Then q~ *H 4 belongs to 9(G). The operator 
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is defined at least on D, , and it can be shown that 
for all u E E. However, U(g)) is generally not a bounded operator in E, as is 
effectively demonstrated in the following example. 
4. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF SMEARED REPRESENTATIONS, EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following multiplication operators, 
if, and log(1 + L% 
inL2(IW). Let D be equal to D&f) (which is {f; 1 5 i”f(.) ELM for all 71 3 0)). 
Let G be VP with coordinates (s, t). Let p be the infinitesimal representation 
given by ~(a/&) = if, and ~(a/&) = log(1 + f”). Then it is a triviality that p 
exponentiates to a Cm-representation V: G + Aut(D) given by 
V(S, t) = eisE(l + 5”)“. 
Furthermore, I/ satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. It follows from the 
theorem then that V can be integrated to a smeared representation given by 
multiplication operators 
V(v) = /I ~(s, t) eisE(l + f2)” ds dt (7) 
for v E 53(W). In other words, V(v) is multiplication with the bounded function 
(of f) given by (7). 
Let U(S) denote translation f-ff(s + f) in Lz( [w). The Fourier transformed 
version of (7) is 
j-j- ds, 4 u(s) (1 - &,” ds dt (8) 
(which is a pseudodifferential operator). 
Of course, it can be checked that (7) and (8) define smeared representations of 
Iw2 without reference to Theorem 1, but it is a difficult problem. 
Let us illustrate the restriction problem of Remark 2 by considering the 
integral 
s v(t) (1 + f”)” dt (9) 
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with v E 53(R). Multiplication with the function (of 0 given by (9) is not a 
bounded operator in L2( R). Indeed, for every integer rr we can find a v with 
s p)(t) (1 + 62)t dr > (1 + 0”. 
However, it turns out that all other directions than the positive t-axis are 
“good directions”, (i.e., the restriction of V to such a direction is a one-dimen- 
sional speared representation). 
If 
A = ait + /3 log(1 + (2) 
with (01, /I) E R2 and 01 # 0, then 
&A = &“a’(1 + [2),9t 
clearly defines a Cm-representation [w--t Aut(D), and Theorem 1 implies 
immediately that etA integrates to a smeared representation of the line. 
EXAMPLE 3. We want to rotate the representation given by (7), and then 
take direct sum of copies of the “rotated representations” in order to obtain an 
example with a dense set of “bad directions” in the plane. 
Let g, be a rotation of the plane through an angle 0, and let JO be q composed 
with g, for v EzS([W~), i.e., $’ = v . g, . We then define Ve(v) to be the multi- 
plication operator in L2( R) given by 
ss @(s, t) e’“‘(1 + 4”)” ds dt. 
By Theorem 1 (cf. the example above), this clearly defines a smeared representa- 
tion of R2 in E, = L2(R) which has the direction s = (tan 0) . t as a “bad 
direction.” The infinitesimal operators are 
dVo G = it cos 6 + log(l -+ t2) sin 8, 
i i 
dV, (+I = -it sin 0 + log(1 + p) cos 8. 
(10) 
Let 0 be the rational numbers in the interval [0,27r]. Theorem 1 easily implies 
that the direct sum 
is a smeared representation of R2 in E = Z @ E, . Indeed, the sum of the squares 
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of the operators given by (10) is -5” + (log(1 + E2))2, which makes it easy to 
check the assumptions of Theorem 1. Now, fix 0s E 0 and let us show that the 
line He given by s = (tan 8,) t represents a “bad direction” (i.e., the restriction 
of V to H,, is not a speared representation). 
By the construction we can find a p),, E B(H,,) such that 
Ve,bo) (4) b 1 + t2, 
say. Consequently, the direct sum 
is unbounded in E. This shows that the restriction of V to H,, is not a smeared 
representation. 
EXAMPLE 4. Finally, let us mention that the direct integral 
(11) 
(with respect to the Lebesgue measure de) defines a smeared representation of 
UP in 
s 
2n 
E= EB de. 
0 
If Ho and P)~ E 9?(Ho) are chosen as in Example 3 with Ve,(plo) unbounded, then 
V,(vo) is (uniformly) bounded for all 8 different from 0, , so that the integral (11) 
with F replaced by v. defines a bounded operator in E. It follows that every 
direction is good. 
5. REPRESENTATIONS IN HILBERT SPACE 
The previous examples show that there are more smeared representations 
than strongly continuous representations. We proceed with a (partial) classifica- 
tion of the smeared representations. 
To start, we fix a connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g. As for the Hilbert 
space representations, the following proposition shows that smeared representa- 
tions are “extremely” nonunitary. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let V be a smeared representation of G in a Hilbert space 
$6’. Let * be the usual involution in B(G) given by 
v*(x) = &-‘) e(+). (12) 
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Suppose that 
VP,*) = QJ1* (13) 
for all q~ Ed, where V(v)* is the Hilbert space adjoint of V(v). 
Then V extends to a unitary representation of G in Z. 
Proof. For each x E G the operators 
have the Girding space Do as a dense common invariant domain. (As before, 0 
is the modular function on G, and 6, is the point mass at x). 
For fixed x,, E G, the restriction of V(x;‘) V(xo) to Do is by definition equal 
to the identity. If we can show the inclusion 
V(x,‘) c v(x,)*. (14) 
we shall be done by some standard arguments. 
For each CJJ Ed, u and pi in Do we have by (13) 
and by this together with (12) 
s rp(x) (V(x) u, uJ dx = I p)(x) (u, V(x-‘) us) dx. 
In the last identity, we let 9 approximate the point mass at x0 , and (14) follows. 
Q.E.D. 
As one should expect, the smeared representations do not occur as exponentials 
of Lie algebras of operators which are skew-symmetric. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A? be a Lie algebra of skew symmetric operators with a 
common invariant domain in a Hilbert space 2. 
Suppose 9 exponentiates to a smeared representation V of a connected Lie group 
G which has 9’ as in$nitesimal Lie algebra. 
Then V extends to a unitary representation of G in &. 
Proof. As before, we want to show that each V(x) with x E G extends to a 
unitary operator in H. The rest is quite easy. Since G is connected, we may 
assume that 
x = exp X 
for some Lie algebra element X. 
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By assumption N(X) is skew symmetric on the Girding space Do . So, for u 
in Do, we have 
$ I/ V(exp tX) 24 II2 = 0. 
Hence, the function t -+ (/ V(exp tX) u jl 2 is constant, and its value at t = 0 is 
II u lP* 
It follows that V(x) is an isometry on the Girding vectors. It extends by 
continuity, and the extension satisfies the group law, hence a unitary representa- 
tion. 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF Cm-REPRESENTATIONS FROM SMEARED REPRESENTATIONS, 
A SPECTRAL CONDITION 
In the general situation, the following partial converse to Theorem 1 holds. 
THEOREM 2. Let V be a smeared representation of a Lie group G in a Banach 
space E. 
suppose that the resolvent of the operator dV(A) contains points with su.ciently 
large real part. 
Then V extends to a Cm-representation of G with the G&ding-space as an 
invariant domain. In fact, the operators V(x) with x E G are continuous with respect 
to the topology determined by the powers of dV(A). 
Remark. Let X, ,..., X, be a basis for 9, and let A be the corresponding right 
invariant Laplace operator. dV(A) 1s an alternative suggestive notation for the 
operator V(A6). 
We believe that Theorem 2 is true without special assumptions on the resolvent 
of dV(A). But, since the condition is easy to check in applications, we content 
ourself with the theorem as it stands. 
Proof of Theorem. The Lie algebra of G is isomorphic to the Lie algebra g(g) 
of right (left) invariant real analytic vector fields on G, the isomorphism being 
given by X + X of (g onto 8) with 
Xf (x) = if (x * exp tX) . 
t=o 
For a given basis X1 ,..., X, of g we define a right invariant Laplace operator 
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on G. Here 
is the corresponding left invariant operator, and 
P = (2)” 
is its L2(G)-adjoint. 
If A denotes the closure of the operator h - &‘(A) for h in the resolvent, we 
have seen that the two operator valued distributions 
y -+ V((h - P)” lp) A-m, 
and p --f V(p)) coincide for every integer m. Fix once and for all w to be a normal 
neighborhood of the identity in G (i.e. a “twisted” unit ball). We assume that w 
is open and denote by w its closure. The letters v and z,6 will from now on always 
represent test functions in w, i.e., infinitely differentiable functions with (com- 
pact) support contained in w. 
The space of square integrable functions on w with respect to the Haar- 
measure dx is simply denoted by L2 (or Ha). We shall make use of the Sobolev 
spaces of functions on w. Since w is bounded, it does not matter which dif- 
ferentiations we take. Let (xi ,..., xd) be analytic coordinates in W. For multi- 
indices a, (a/&~ has the usual meaning. 
If u and v have continuous derivatives of order j in w, the inner products 
( , )j, and the corresponding norms 1 lj are defined by 
(~3 4i = , cj j-, (;)” u (;)” -zi dx, 
a, 
and 
respectively. 
Hj denotes the completion of the space of C-functions, and fij is the closure 
in Hj of the test functions. 
We proceed with a mixture of LE estimates (for p = 1,2, co) from the theory 
of elliptic operators. We shall need the corresponding Ll(w) norms 
defined only for test functions v in w. 
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Every test function in w extends trivially to all of G, so by Theorem 1.2 of 
[18], or Theorem 2.1 of [lo] there is for every integer k and every complex 
number h, a constant C and an integer m, such that 
I v Iif < c I@ - P>” VJ I? for all p. (1% 
From now on C will denote a constant which only depends on w and a prescribed 
integer. 
By the definition of a smeared representation, there is an integer j such that 
for all v, and all u E E. The problem is (in a sense) to move the differentiation 
Xa = XT1 .*. ~2 from v to U. By the Sobolev lemma [2, 151 we have for s > d/2 
sup I X%J(4I < C I 9J 1:s (17) 
mzr?, 
l=l<j 
After applying (15) to K = j + s, one obtains from (16) and (17) the estimate 
II UPI u II G c I@ - P)” P If’ II 24 II (18) 
for all y, and all u E E. It is easy to see that we can take h (in the resolvent of 
&‘(A)) so large that the Girding estimate 
holds for some a > 0. Let us fix such a h and denote by A the closure 
of h - dV(d). Then, by [15, Theorem 1’; 1, Theorem 11, there is a bounded 
operator T in H,, with range contained in i?m such that T inverts the operator 
L = (X - P)” 
in the following sense: For every f in Ho there is a unique Tf in fim which is the 
weak solution to 
LTf =f 
in W. In other words, T solves the generalized Dirichlet problem with homogene- 
ous data. 
Equation (18) easily implies 
II W&) A--Q II G C I Lg, I$ II 11 II
for all p, and all u E E. 
(19) 
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Let us note that the range %? of vectors Lcp, (with y a test function) is a dense 
subspace of H,, . Indeed, let g E H,, be orthogonal to 2’. Then g is in the domain 
of L*, and L*g = 0. For every test function v, we have 
(g, (PI0 = (5 LTF)o = CL*& ~dl = 0, 
which trivially implies that g is zero. 
In particular, a given test function Z/ can be approximated in &-norm with a 
sequence {LAIR} from W. Since w has finite messure, H,, is contained in U(w) 
with bounded inclusion (norm vol(w)l/*), such that Lvi converges to 4 in L1- 
norm, a fortiori. Using (19) with v = vi one gets the estimate 
II VJ) A-‘% II < C II (CI I t1 II u II . 
If we replace u by Amul for zcl E D, , the above estimate becomes 
(20) 
Let x0 be a point in w, and let 1,4 approximate the point mass at x,, . Then, since 
u1 E D, , (20) implies the final estimate 
Now, G is connected and V(x,,) leaves D, invariant, so each operator V(X) with 
x E G is continuous in D, , when D, is equipped with the topology given by 
the seminorms 
~-+llAW, m 3 0. 
On D, we clearly have the commutation relations 
V(x) U(Y) V(x-‘) = dV(Ad(x) . Y) (21) 
for every x E G and YE g. Indeed, (21) is the homomorphic image of the cor- 
responding relations for the left regular representation of G. The present 
Theorem 2 now follows from Main Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 of [8], or 
from results contained in [9]. Furthermore, V extends to a strongly continuous 
(even differentiable) representation of G in D,(A). 
The known characterizations of Da(U) for a continuous representation in a 
Banach space [18] can be generalized to continuous representations in Frechet 
spaces (see [lS]). This fact, together with the Closed Graph Theorem applied 
409/65/r-z 
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to the Frechet space D,(A), implies the following estimates: For every 17 in the 
enveloping algebra 8, there is an integer N such that 
II dWO u II < C II ANu II for all u E D, . 
From this it should be clear that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are natural, 
and in fact necessary, (provided dZ’(d) has nontrivial resolvent.) 
Due to a counterexample in [IO], Nelson’s exponentiation theorem for unitary 
representations [17, Theorem 41 does not have a satisfactory generalization to 
Lie algebras of non skew-symmetric operators. There seem to be no analog to 
Nelson’s theorem in the setting of continuous representations in Banach spaces. 
The present Theorem 1, however, provides a criterion on the Laplace operator 
which implies exponentiation to a speared representation. 
7. SMEARED REPRESENTATIONS OF SEMISIMPLE GROUPS, AND 
REGULARITY OF THE OPERATORS V(p)) 
An abundance of examples of semisimple Lie algebras of operators are known. 
Only in few cases is it clear whether they exponentiate to Lie group representa- 
tions. 
Let G be a connected (real) semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let 
K be a compact subgroup of an Iwasawa decomposition, and let f be the Lie 
algebra of K [5]. 
Let p be a homomorphism of g into the algebra of operators a dense common 
invariant domain D in a Hilbert space 2. For the interesting examples, we 
know that every vector in D is K-finite, i.e., p(b(E)) u is a finite dimensional 
vector space for all u E D. (a(f) is th e universal enveloping algebra of f). The 
norm in .Z can be chosen such that p(X) is skew symmetric for each X E i. In 
that case, the restriction of p to f exponentiates to a unitary representation of K 
in z&‘. Indeed, let d, be the sum of the squares of elements in a basis for f, and let 
u be an element of D. Then e to(“l)u has ansolutely convergent power series, and 
there is a constant C such that 11 p(Qn u 11 < C n! for all integers n. The claim 
then follows trivially from [17, Theorem 41. 
Let dk be a normalized Haar measure on K, and let r be the dimension of K. 
If s > r/4, it is known [16] that there is an element f of L2(K) such that 
inverts the operator &r((l - O,)s), w h en rr is a unitary representation of K. 
We have the following analog to Theorem 4.2 of [16]. 
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THEOREM 3. Let V be a smeared representation of G in a Hilbert space whose 
restriction to K is a unitary representation contained in the regular representation 
of K in L’(K). 
Then V(y) is of trace class for all q~ Ed. 
Proof. Let f E L2(K) be as above. Let L be the regular representation of K 
in L*(K), and let n be the restriction of V to K. Then by assumption 
r(f) = L(f )I.%%) 9 
such that n(f) is of Hilbert-Schmidt type. 
Furthermore, for v E 9(G), 
WP) = V(f * (1 - 4)” v) 
= r(f) w - 4)s 94 
is completely continuous. 
VW = r(f)” w - 4)2svJ), 
V(p)) is of trace class. 
In general, we have: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. Let V be a smeared representation of a connected Lie group G 
in a Hilbert space 2. Suppose that the resolve& of dV(A) contains points with 
sujkiently large real part such that (h - dV(A))” h as an inverse which is Hilbert- 
Schmidt for some positive integers. 
Then each V(v) with q~ Ed is of trace class. 
Proof. (We are indepted to Professor P. Cartier for helpful discussions 
concerning the method of proof.) 
The operator A, we recall, is a right invariant differential operator on G, and P 
is the adjoint of 0”. Let X be chosen in the resolvent of dV(A) satisfying the 
assumption of the theorem, and denote by A the closure of h - dV(A). 
We know from Theorem 2 that V extends to a Cm-representation of G in 
D,(A). If w is a normal neighborhood of the identity in G, there is an integer m 
such that x - V(X) A-” extends to a strongly continuous mapping of w into 
B( n). Consequently, the integral 
V(f) = 1 (h - P)” f (x) V(x) A-m dx (22) 
is convergent in B&Z&‘) for all f E CG”(w), the m times continuously differentiable 
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functions with support in w. V(j), defined by (22) belongs to B(P) and coin- 
cides with V(v) when f is a test function. 
By assumption AP is Hilbert-Schmidt, and it follows that 
V(j) = A-“V((h - O)sf) (23) 
is also Hilbert-Schmidt for all f E C,“+2s(w). 
An application of the Sobolev Lemma, integration of the Dirac measure S, 
and multiplication with a test function, yields (as in the Euclidean case) the 
following representation of 6: 
One can find right invariant differential operators Ei E & and functions 
fi E C~+““(W) such that 
v = 2 vh) *h (finite sum) 
I 
for every g, Ed. 
We can apply V to (24) and conclude from (23) that 
(24) 
is of trace class, since each of the operators V(E$) and V(j,) are Hilbert- 
Schmidt. 
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Note added in proof. It was shown in [9] that the Banach spaces l”(Z) and Ln(T) occur 
naturally as representation spaces for smeared representations of the group ,X(2, [w). 
An analogue of the present Theorem 3 can relatively easily be proved for Banach spaces, 
where the conclusion is then that V(v) is a nuclear operator for all p E S(G). We refer 
to [9] for details. 
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